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ON FIBERING OF COBORDISM CLASSES

BY

R. E. STONG

ABSTRACT.   This paper studies the problem posed by Conner and Floyd of

finding which cobordism classes are represented by the total space of a fibering

with prescribed base or fiber.

1. Introduction.  The purpose of this note is to study the notion of fibering

within a cobordism class introduced by Conner and Floyd [41. These questions

have also been studied by Conner [3], Burdick [2], and R. L. W. Brown [l], and to

a certain extent this paper will provide some uniformity to their results.

Being given a cobordism class a e ÏI , the unoriented cobordism group, one

says that a fibers over N" with fiber Fm~" if there is a differentiate fibering

of closed manifolds

pm-n _  Mm

N"
where  Mm belongs to the class  o..

There are two obvious ways to get new fiberings from a given fibering Fm~"
_ Mm 21. N":

Construction 1. If there if a fibering G"~q —► N"^* Qq, the composite 77' °

77: Mm —» Qq is a fibering; and

Construction 2.  If / : Qq —» N" is a differentiate map, the induced (pullback)

fibering is a fibering over Qq.

The main result of the paper is the utter triviality:

Proposition 1.1.   // / : Q —» N" and /': 0' —. N" are differentiable maps

representing the same class in the bordism of N, then the total spaces of the in-

duced fiberings over Q  and Q    are bordant.

Proof.   Let  F: V —»A/ be a differentiable map with boundary f U f ■  Then the

total space of the induced bundle over V has boundary the disjoint union of the

total spaces of the induced fiberings over 0 and Q .    G

Having proved our main result, the remainder of this note is devoted to appli-

cations.
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2. Burdick's theorem.

Proposition 2.1.   If a eft      is fibered over N" and f:N   —> N  is bordant to

the identity map of N, then  a.   is fibered over N .

Proof.  / : N   —> N and   1: N —» N  ate bordant, and the induced fibering via  1

represents  a.    O

For any manifold  (N )" which bounds, there is a degree one map /: (/V )" —»

Sn, the rz-sphere, and any such map is bordant to the identity map of S".  One

explicit construction for such a map may be obtained by letting / : S" U N   —» Sn

be the identity on Sn and the point map / (N ) = p, which is bordant to the identity

since N   bounds, then doing surgery on an imbedded S  , given by p and a point

of N    (see [7]), to cobord this to a map of the connected sum S" # N , which is

just N , into S".  This gives

Corollary 2.2. // a £ ft      is fibered over Sn and (N )"   is any bounding n-

manifold, then a fibers over (/V )".

For any manifold  Qq of dimension  q < n, there is a bounding manifold of

dimension  n,  Qq x Sn~q, fibered over Qq, and applying Construction 1 gives

Proposition 2.3.  If a eft     is fibered over Sn then for any manifold Qq of

dimension  q <n, o. fibers over Q   .

Note.  For Qq = S1   this is Burdick's theorem (1.2).  Charles Giffen once

pointed out to me that Burdick's result followed by constructing a cobordism of

S1 x Sn_1   to S" which retracts onto S"  and pulling back the fibering, just as

was done here.

Proposition 2.4.   If a eft     is fibered over N"  with  m > n and f:N   —► N

is a degree-one map with ß eft     the class of the induced fibration, then a = ß

modulo decomposables in ft   .c 771

Proof.  Since / has degree one, / U 1  is decomposable in the bordism of N,

so there exist manifolds Q'., j < n, and Pn~' and maps  g': Ql —> N with  1 : N —»

N bordant to the sum of / and the maps g' °prQ: Pn~! x 07. —+ N where  prg  is

the projection on  07..  If ym+z_" e ft is the class of the fibration inducedr       ' *" 7 A 777+7-77

over Q'. via g\, then a = ß + 1. . lPn~']ym*'~n, with n - j > 0 and  m + j -n
' °7 ^ 1,1 7 '  ! ' '

>   0.        D

3. Fiberings over projective spaces.   For a vector bundle  ç over a space  X,

let  RPiç) be the projective space bundle of  zf consisting of lines in the fibers
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of cf and let X be the canonical line bundle over RPic;) with total space the pairs

(a, x), with a a line in a fiber of cf and x a vector of cf in the line a. Denote by

« the trivial 72-plane bundle over a space, and let RPin) = RPJn + l), where 72 + 1

is the trivial bundle over a point.

Lemma 3.1.   // X  is the canonical line bundle over RPin), then  RPiX © 1_)   is

the connected sum  RPin + l) # RPin + l).

Proof.   RPiX © 1_)  is the quotient of S" x S1,  i((xj, • • • , x     .), iyv y2)) £

R"+    x R2 \ \\x\\ = \\y || = 11, obtained by identifying  ix, (y  , y2)) and (-x, (-yt, y2))

to get the sphere bundle  SÍX © 1_)  and identifying  (x, (y^, y2))  and (x, i-y,,-yA)

to get the projective space bundle.  The sets  i(x, (y^, y2))\ \y^\    < lA\ and  i(x,

(y., y2))| |y2|    < y2\ split  RPiX © 1_) into two copies of the disc bundle D(X) joined

along their boundary  S". Since  RP(tz + 1)  is  D(A) with an  (tz + l)-disc attached

along the boundary, this exhibits the splitting as a connected sum.     D

Now let À   be the 72-plane bundle consisting of pairs  (a, y) with  a a line in

1 °"
R"+    and y  a vector orthogonal to the line  a, so that  X   is the complement of X

over RPin).  Let  i: RPiX® I) c_ p>p(\ ©A © 1_) be the inclusion, and let 77:

RPiX © A © 1_) = RPin) x RP(t2 + 1) —> RPin + 1) be the projection of the trivial

bundle onto its fiber.  Then  77 ° i: RPiX © 1_) —> RPin + 1)  is the standard map

which classifies the canonical bundle over  RPiX © l_).

Lemma 3.2.   The map 77 ° i: RPiX © 1_) —. RPin + l)  is identifiable with the

map RPin + l) # RP(tz + l) —» RPin + D which collapses one summand to a point.

Proof.  The map 77 ° z: RPiX © 1_) —> PP(t2 + l) sends the line consisting of

multiples of ((ct, x), t) £ EiX) x R, where EÍX) is the total space of A, into the line

of R"+2 = Rn + 1 x R  consisting of multiples of (x, r). The subspace  RP(1_) (x = 0)

is sent into the point  RPiO) of  RPin + l) given by the line of multiples of  (O, l)

and the complement of  RPil) maps homeomorphically to  RP(tz + l) - RP(0), for

(x, t) with  x / 0  determines the line  a  as the multiples of x.  Thus   77 ° z  is the

map obtained by collapsing  RP(l_)  to a point.  Since the decomposition of

RPiX © 1_)  into  RP(t2 + l) # z?P(?2 + l)  was given by decomposing into two copies

of DÍX) which were the tubular neighborhoods of  RPiX) and  RP(l_), this is just

the collapse onto one summand.    D

Lemma 3.3.   The map f: RPiX © 1_) u RPin + l) —» RPin + D given by  n°i

on RPiX © 1_) and by a point map to RPiO) = p on RPin + l)  is bordant to the

identity.

Proof.  The map (lu fu p)- 3RP(rz + l) —» RPin + l) is bordant to the identity

and / is obtained by surgery along an imbedded S  .    □

I must now apologize for having to perform a brutal computation, but at some

stage one must get his hands filthy.
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Lemma 3.4.  Let RP(n,, «2, )  be the projective space bundle of the

canonical bundle over the ith factor.  Then for k > 1,  RPinx, • • • , nL) is indecom

RPinA, where A.  is the pullback of thebundle Aj©...©A     over RP(z2j)

canonical bundle over the ith

posable in ft*  if and only if

/n + k-2\ /n + k-2\

( », )♦■-( », )

is odd, where n = rz. +••■•+- n,.  iNote:   The manifold has dimension n + k — 1.)

Proof.  The cohomology with Z2  coefficients of X = RP(«,, /z2, • •• , «,) is

the free module over the cohomology of  Y = RPin.) x • • • x RPin.) on  1, c, • • •,

c ~     where c is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the canonical line bundle over

X, with the relation

ck = wxck-
1

+ + w ck~r + + w

where  w . is the z'th Stiefel-Whitney class of A, © • ■ •© A  .  Thus, inductively,

c ~   *' - w .c ~    + terms with lower powers of c, where  w . is the z'th dual Stiefel-

Whitney class of A, ©•••©A.   (see [3, Lemma (3.1)]).  Letting a.   be the pullback

of the nonzero class in  H iRPin); ZA, the Stiefel-Whitney class of X  is

X\k , (1 + a y
7 = 1 7

• Il    , (l + c + a .), and so the s-class of X is
7 = 1 7

;    .   ,- ydi.+ Da?**-1* Yic + a.)»*"-1
n+k- 1        ¿_>       i i t—, z

i i

= kc^k-1 + z(n + k~l)sic'1^'l~Í

k-\    7- ^- /n + k - 1\    _
= cK        kw    + > \s.w

n        *-^   \ 7 }    1     n-lL 7=ix      '      ' J

1 A,   (assuming  n + - 1 > n.where  5. ■ 2.  . a7  is the  /th  s-class of  A,® •
7 7=1        7 ' i

for each   i or that  k > l) as in [3, Theorem (4.1)].  The value of this characteristic

class on  X is the coefficient of x.
n\ "k   •

■Xk      ln

(1 +x1)n+ft-1 + ... + (l+xJl)'l+i:-1

(1 + Xj) ••.(!+ xk)

il + xx)n+k-2

(1 + x2) • • •  (l   + Xj)

il+xAn + k-2

which is

/n + k-2

\      nl

(l+xt)

/n + k-2\

\    H    )'

(i + x.
l)
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Corollary 3.5.   There exist indecomposable manifolds  Mm fibered over RPin)

with

(a) /Tz = 25 > 4, 72 = 2s - 2,

(b) 772 = 2pi2q + 1) - 1, p, a > 0, 72 = 2p + 1a - 2.

Proof.  Let Mm = RPin, 0, • • •, O) with 772-72 zeros, noting that (2s~2^ +

2(2*-1).l  (mod 2) and i2P+' qA2 P~2) + (2" + l)(2p+lq+2p-2) . ,   (mod~2).    D
U 2P + 1r}-2 u

Noze. See Theorems (5.3) and (5.4) of [4].

Question.  Ate these the largest values of 72 for which there is an indecompos-

able Mm fibered over   RPin)   with m > n?  For 772 even, this is true, since for Mm

fibered over Nm~   ,  Mm  is an S    bundle over a finite cover of Nm~  , and any S

bundle bounds.  For 772 = 5, any M    fibered over RP(3) has tangent bundle stably

the bundle along the fibers which is a 2-plane bundle, and so w2w [M] = 0 and M

bounds.  iNote. This answers the question of [4, p. 41], although Brown answered it

better by showing that no indecomposable five manifold fibers over 5  , as was

asked in [3, p. 303].)

4. The theorems of Conner and Floyd.

Proposition 4.1.   There are indecomposable classes  a £ ÏI     fibered over

RP(j) for all j < n where

(a) m = 2s > 4, 72 = 2s - 2, and

(b) 772 = 2pi2q + 1) - 1, p, a > 0, 7z = 2p+1q - 2.

Proof.  Such classes exist for ; = 72, and if such an indecomposable exists

for RP(k), then /: RPiX © 1_) U RPik) -* RPik), as in Lemma 3.3, gives an inde-

composable fibered over  RPiX © 1_)  and hence over  RPik - D.

Note. The classes  a e ÏI    fibered over RPij) with j<n given above may

be  written down  explicitly.  They are given by the iterated projective space

bundles

RPij) *~ RPiX © 1) .-  RP(A © 1) «- RPiX © (ztz - 72))

where each À is the canonical bundle of the preceding projective space bundle,

and RPiX © 1_) occurs (72 - /') times. In particular, the fiberings all have struc-

ture group Z2.

This gives Theorems (5.3) and (5.4) of [4].  In fact, these are exactly the

same representatives given by Conner and Floyd.

Corollary 4.2.  Every positive-dimensional cobordism class contains a repre-

sentative fibered over RP(2).

Proof.  Proposition 4.1 exhibits indécomposables with this property in every

dimension not of the form 2s — 1   except 2, and  RP(2) is indecomposable.    D

Note.  This is Corollary (5.5) of [4].
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Corollary 4.3.   Every positive-dimensional cobordism class is of the form  a +

nlRPi2)]s  where n = 0, I, and a fibers over the Klein bottle  K = RP(2) # RP(2).

Proof.   If  ß eftm,  to > 0,  ß fibers over  PP(2)  with fiber  F  and pulling back

over f: K U RPÍ2) — RP(2),  ß + [F] • [f?P(2)] fibers over  K.  By induction on to,

the result holds for [F].    D

Proposition 4.4.  The following sets of cobordism classes are the same:

5(a):  Those classes for which the mod 2  Euler characteristic is zero.

Sib):  Those classes which fiber over S  .

5(c):  Those classes which fiber over the Klein bottle.

Proof.  Since   K fibers over 5     and any fibering over 5     has zero mod 2 Euler

characteristic, 5(c) C 5(b) C 5(a).  Since  [PP(2)]S  has odd Euler characteristic,

Corollary 4.3 gives  5(c) = 5(a).    D

Note.  Each of these is the ideal generated by the classes  a  of Proposition

4.1 with  /' = 1, so the fiberings may be taken to have structure group Z2. This gives

Theorem (4.5) of [4], and in fact these are the same representatives given in the

proof of Theorem (4.3).   The generators there have the form  Vin, k),  k > 2, and

hence fiber over the Klein bottle   V(0, 2) using a point as 0-manifold.

Remark.  One may use exactly the same constructions with complex and quater-

nionic projective space bundles, and apply the doubling isomorphisms of cohomol-

ogy or the existence of conjugations and automorphisms of H over C to construct

involutions to show:

It a eft     is an indecomposable fibered over RPij) as constructed above, then

a2  fibers over  CPij) and  a4  fibers over  HPij).

5. Brown's fiberings.   In this section, fiberings over 5     will be constructed to

generate the ideal of classes which fiber over 5  .

Proposition 5.1.    There exist indecomposable manifolds  M  s fibered over

CPij) for j <s.

Proof.   Let  rj be the canonical complex line bundle over  CPis - l) and  M  s

= RPÍt¡®1).  It g: RPi2s -2)—» CPis - l) with g*ir¡) = A®C = A©A, g is degree

one, so iRPirj © 1_)] = [RP(A © A © 1_)] mod decomposables. Now  RP(A © A © 1 ) =

RP(l_ © 1_ © A), for  RPip ® ¿f ) = RPÍ¿: ) if p  is a line bundle since tensoring with

a nonzero vector in  p  establishes a one-to-one correspondence between lines in a

fiber of cf and lines in a fiber of p <%) cf. Since  RP(A © 2_) is indecomposable, so

is  M.  Applying the degree one map  CPir¡ © (1_ ® C)) —► CPik + l) pulls indécom-

posables down to  CPik), and the result follows.    D

Proposition 5.2 (Brown [l]).   Every positive-dimensional class in ft* has the

form a + nx.x,, with n, e = 0, 1, with a.  fibered over S   , x . eft. being an indecom-

posable.
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Proof.   By Proposition 4.1 there are indécomposables fibered over  RP(3), and

hence over  CP(1) = S     except in dimensions 2, 4 and 5.   By Proposition 5.1 there

is an indecomposable  M     fibered over S   , and by the remark in §4 the square of

the nonzero class in ÎI     fibers over S  .    g

Brown proved also that   x2x^    cannot fiber over S  , and hence we have

exhibited generators for the ideal of classes which fiber over S  .

Proposition 5.3.  Every positive-dimensional cobordism class has the form a.

+ ß where  a fibers over CP(2) and ß  is either zero or

x„,     x .,     xc,     x jx .,     x_,xc,     x ,xc,     or    x_xxxc
2 4 5 24 2   5 45 245

and these classes do not fiber over CP(2).

Proof.  By the remark in §4, every square fibers over  CP(2).  By Proposition

5.1, there are indécomposables   M   s  fibered over  CP(2) for  2s > 6, and by Propo-

sition 4.1 there are indécomposables M        q+ fibered over RP(5) and hence

CP(2) if 2P+ a — 2 > 6 or 2pq > 4, i.e. except in dimension 5.

To complete the proof one need only exhibit a class ß £^n  which does not

fiber over  CP(2).  If n: MU — CP(2) is a fibering, let N9 = 77_1(CP(l)) be the

induced fibering over CP(1) and F7 = 77_1(CP(0)) the fiber, with  i: N —> M, j:

F —» N the inclusions. Then F has trivial normal bundle in M, so j*i*vi(M) =

vAf) = 0 for the Wu class  v.  is zero in a 7-manifold. Thus  z'*f4(M) is in the

image of H4(/V, F) Sk! H2iF)®H2iD2, S1) so i* Sq3 vA (M) = Sq3 i *v¿M) is zero.

Thus Sq3 vA (M) is in the image of H7iM, N) S hHf) <8> h\d4 , S3) and so

Sq   Sq3 v. (zM) = 0.  Thus the characteristic number  w4Sq   v. [M] = Sq   Sq3 v. [M]

is zero. By direct computation one sees that v4Sq   v. [RP(2) x RPÍ4) x M ] 4 0

if M    does not bound, giving the result.    D

Proposition 5.4.   Every positive-dimensional cobordism class has the form

a + ß where a fibers over RPÍ2) x RPÍ2) and ß  is either zero or x2, x  , x    and

these classes do not fiber over RP(2) x RP(2).

Proof.   Every positive-dimensional class fibers over  RP(2), so every decom-

posable class fibers over  RP(2) x RP(2).  There exist indécomposables fibered

over  RP(6), hence over  RP(2) x RP(4) and  RP(2) x RP(2), in dimensions larger

than 7, using a degree one map RP(2) x RP(4) —> RP(6).  Then RP(2, 2, 0) is an

indecomposable 6 manifold fibered over RP(2) x RP(2), and so the only indécom-

posables which do not fiber are in dimensions  2, 4, and 5.  In these dimensions

a fibering over RP(2) x RP(2) has empty, finite, or 1-dimensional fiber, so repre-

sents zero or a multiple of RP(2) x RP(2).    a

6. Fiberings over two-manifolds.  In this section, we will determine explicitly

which cobordism classes fiber over each 2-dimensional manifold. There are the

following sets of classes:
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2,: All positive dimensional classes.

22: Ail classes with mod 2  Euler characteristic zero.

23:  Those classes  a eft     tot which all numbers divisible by w     and w
3 777 J 777 777—2

(for to odd) are zero (i.e. Brown's class).

Proposition 6.1.  // M    is a compact, connected 2-manifold, then the set of

classes in ft ^ which fiber over M     is

(a) 2.   if M     is the connected sum of an odd number of projective planes,

(b) 22   if M     is the connected sum of an even number of projective planes or

a connected sum of tori, and

(c) 2,   if M     is the sphere.

Note.  According to Massey [6, Theorem 5.1], every compact connected 2-mani-

fold is of one of these types, making the result complete.

Proof.  If M    is the connected sum of an odd number of projective planes, col-

lapsing onto one summand is bordant to the identity of  PP(2), giving part (a).  If

M    is the connected sum of an even number of projective planes or a sum of tori,

the mod 2 Euler characteristic of M and any fibering over M is zero.  If M  is the

connected sum of an even number of projective planes, collapsing onto two sum-

mands is bordant to the identity map of the Klein bottle, for which the set of

classes is  2,.  If M  is the connected sum of tori, collapsing onto one summand

is bordant to the identity map on 5   x 5  .  By Lemma 3.4, RP(2, 1,0) is an inde-

composable 5-manifold fibered over RP(2) x RP(1) which pulls back to  K x RP(1)

which fibers over 5   x 5  . Since adjoining x    to 2,, those classes fibered over

5  , gives  22, the classes fibered over 5    x 5     are precisely those of  2..     D

If M     is any 2-manifold, i.e. not necessarily connected, this gives the general

case quite easily.

Case I.   If the fibers over distinct components of M ate allowed to vary, then

the set of classes which fiber over  M  is the largest of the sets fibering over the

components of M, with 2. D 2   Z> 2

Case II.   If the fiber is required to be the same over all components of  M,

then the set of classes fibered over M  is

(a) 2,   if M  is a union of spheres,

(b) 2j  if M does not bound,

(c) 22  in all other cases.

7. Fibering over products of circles.  A cursory glance at the results obtained

so far indicate that it is much easier to fiber manifolds over products of circles

than over spheres.  Largely as a curiosity, one has

iSl)k fo

Proposition 7.1.   There exist indecomposable manifolds Mm fibered over
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(a) 777 = 4s, 4s + 2 with s > 1  and k = 2s,

(b) m = 2pi2q + 1) - 1  with p, a > 0 and /e = 2pq.

Proof.  For MAs take

and for  M4s+2  take

RP(1,..., 1,0)

2s

RPil,..., 1, 0, 0, 0).

2s

For M   , we have constructed a fibering over S    x S  , while for  M     '■2q +  >~     with

2pq > 3, let s + 3 = 2pq and form the indecomposable

RF(2p, 3, 1,...,1,0).

s

This pulls back to RP(2P) x RP(2)x RP(l) x (RP(l))* by a degree one map of RP(2) x

RP(l) into RP(3), and then use degree one maps of fiberings over RP(l) into

RP(2P) and RP(2) to obtain a fibering over (RP(l))s+3.    D

On the grounds that every paper should contain at least one result which the

reader cannot prove by inspection, let us now prove

Proposition 7.2. The set of cobordism classes a £ ÎI which fiber over (S )

is precisely the set of classes for which all Stiefel-Whitney numbers divisible by

w   ,w      ,,w      ,, and w      ,  are zero.
m'      m—l        m—¿ m—5

Proof.  If Mm  fibers over (S  ) , then the tangent bundle of Mm is the pull back

of the tangent bundle of (5 )  , which is trivial, and the bundle along the fibers

which is an (ttz — 4)-plane bundle, so w    = w      , = w      . = w      ,=0.
' 771 m—l 777—¿ m—y

By Proposition 7.1, there are indecomposable manifolds in every dimension

greater than 6 which fiber over ÍS ) , and letting x,, x  , x.  be the classes of in-

decomposable manifolds which fiber over (S  )  , the ideal of manifolds fibered over

iS )    contains the ideal generated by  x ., x  , x., x.x  , x.x,, x.x,   and x.   for all

z > 6.  To complete the theorem one then need only show that the classes xix,,

and x}2, x2~ x., xJ2~ x,  are distinguished by characteristic numbers involving

w™' wm    1 ' w      T ar>d  w      %•
m        m—i        771—2 771—3

For x2x., Brown has shown that w2w2 .  ,[x2x,] is nonzero and so one need

only consider the even dimensional case, and so one considers the classes  xl,

x2~ x., x2~  x,   of dimension 2/. Now the partitions  sffl for

cü = ( I,---, 1),( I,.--, 1, 2, 2), and ( 1, • • • , 1, 2, 2, 2)

2/ 2/-4 2/-6

each contain at least 2] — 3 entries, so vanish for 2/ — 4 plane bundles and hence lie

in the ideal generated by 7x>-, ., w., .   ,, w^ .   .,, and zzz. .   ,.0 ' 2;'       2j— 1 2]— 2' 2;—3
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In order to show that these classes distinguish the given bordism elements,

let 0:ft%—* Z2Uj, t2, /,,•■• ] be the ring homomorphism defined by Ö([m]) =

2,, s,,[M] • t.. where  /, . . . = t.   •••/., and reduce modulo the ideal generated
01     CO a> (71 •■•■'/,) 71 7r &

by the /. for i > 2, to give a ring homomorphism 6 : ft^ —► 7. St., tS given by

d'i¡Mm]) =     £    5(i,...,i,2....,2)['v,^iír

p+2q=m £     ' £     '

We then claim 0'([RP(2)]) = t\ + <2> 0'([RP(1, 1, 0)]) = t\  and  0'([RP(l, 1, 0, 0, 0)])
.2,2/./2, so that the characteristic numbers are given by

AIM])

sd.-, 1,2,2,2

RP(2)7

(0

(0

RP(2)7_2RP(1, 1, 0)

Ci2)

RP(2)7_3RP(1, 1, 0,0, 0)

(V)
and since this matrix is nonsingular ij - 2 / j - 3 mod 2), these classes distin-

guish  x7, x7_  x ,, and  x7      x,.

To compute 0'  on these classes, we compute only 0 ([RP(l, 1, 0, 0, 0]).  In

the notation of Lemma 3.4, the Stiefel-Whitney class of X = RP(l, 1, 0, 0, 0) is

(1 + c+ cXjXl + c + a2)(l + c)3 with the relations a2 = 0, c^ic + a.j)(c + a ) = 0 so that

c6[x] = 1, c5(a} + a2)[x] = 0, and  c4a1a2[x] = 1.  Since  6'  behaves as a ring

homomorphism in the cohomology characteristic classes, 6 ([X])  is the value of

the 6-dimensional component of

il + ic + a ,)t,+ c2t -,)• il + ic + a At. + c2tA ■ (1 +ct, +c2tAi

on the fundamental class of  X.  We leave it to the reader to calculate this mess,

and analyze  RP(l, 1, 0)  and  RP(2).    D

It is very tempting to conjecture that the set of classes   a eft     fibered over

(5  )     is precisely the set of classes for which all numbers divisible by  w   ,

w      ,,••■, w       ,   .   are zero.  This is true if  k = 1, 2  or 4, and is true for  k = 3
m—lm — k + i ,'

if there is an indecomposable  6  manifold fibered over (5  )    (which must be in the

class of  RP(1, 1, 0, 0, 0) + RP(l, 1, 0).RP(2)).

8. Classes with a given fiber.   Although the question has not been previously

mentioned, it seems interesting to ask:  Given a closed manifold  F   , which classes

a eft    ate represented by a fibering with fiber F?  The set of classes which can

be so represented forms an ideal in ft^.

Our first result is
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Proposition 8.1.   Every positive-dimensional class in 3t    is represented by a

fibering with fiber RP(2).

Proof.   Let o: ÎI   ÍBOA —> ïi     -  be the homomorphism assigning to the 3-771 3 771 + 2 ? 6 6

plane bundle  f over  Mm  the bordism class of  RP(<f ) (see [3, §2]).  As in Lemma

(2.2) of [3l> yijABOA, has a base over îft+ consisting of products   RP(/2j) x RPinA

x RPinA, 72j < 722 < tí,, with the bundle Aj © A2 © A , and ct is an 5^ module

homomorphism.  Thus, the result will be obtained, and  o will be proved epic, by

exhibiting indecomposable manifolds  RP(t2j, n,, 72,)  in every dimension.

For M  s, take  RP(2s - 2, 0, O), as in Corollary 3-5 for s > 2 and which is

RP(2) for s = 1.  For M", n = 2pi2q + l) - 1   with    p > 0,  a > 0,   take
RPi2p, 2p + lq-3, 0).     D

We now wish to describe those classes which fiber with fiber  RP(3)> begin-

ning with a result interesting in its own right.

Proposition 8.2.   If a £ifl    is represented by a fibering with fiber RPi2k + l),

then w (a) = w"ia) = 0.
71 1

Proof.   Let  77: M" —. Qn-2k~1  be a fibering with fiber  RPi2k + l) represent-

ing .a. Then w (a) = w [m] is the mod 2   Euler characteristic    ^M) =

XÍRPÍ2k +!))• yiQ) = 0.  Letting  i: RP(2/e + 1) —> M be the inclusion of a fiber,

i is an imbedding with trivial normal bundle, so  i*iw.iM)) = w.ÍRPÍ2k + D) = 0,

and from the Serre spectral sequence  wAm) £ image 77*, so wAM) = 77* (a) for

some a e HliQ; Z2).  Thus ^(Ai)""2* = n*ian-2k) = 0, for H"~2kiQ; ZA = 0,

and so w"[M] = 0.    G

Proposition 8.3.   The class  a £ n    is represented by a fibering with fiber

RP(3)  if and only if w^ia) = w^ia) = 0.

Proof.   If  a  fibers with fiber  RP(3), then  w (a) = w"ia) = 0 by Proposition 8.2.

If  m = 2pi2q + 1) - 1,  p, q > 0, let  Mm = RP(2P, 2Pq - l, 2Pq - 1, 0).   For

/Tz = 2  (mod 4), let Mm = RPU - 3, 0, 0, 0), and if zzz = 0 (mod 4), but ztz / 2s, let

m = 2Pl +-...+ 2Pr-1 + 2Pr with r> 1 p. >.-•> p     ,>p>2andM'" =

RP(2  T     , 2  T     , 0, 777 - 2  r - 3).  This gives indécomposables Mm  in every

dimension not a power of  2  for which  Mm fibers with fiber  RP(3).

Letting  / C îl^ be the ideal of classes with  a e /  if and only if w (a) =

w"ia) = 0,  /  contains indécomposables  x.  in dimensions   i not of the form  2s,

and if x      =RP(2S)-RP(2)2S_1, uz       .('x2  ) = uz?S + V  ) = 0.  If 72 = 2Pl +...
2s 25+!     2^ 1 2s

+ 2  r, p, >•••> pr > 1, then

iz; (RP(2)"/2)= 1,    w\iRPi2)n/2) = 0,

(fiP(2/'1)x...xRP(2i'0) = 1

zz,^(RP(2M)x... xRP(2Pr)) = 1
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and so / is the ideal generated by the x .,  i ¿ 2s, and x    , s > 1. If v       . e I,
' 2S ?       /2S+1

s > 1, are elements of / with s       2S)iy2S + i) r 0, then y       j = xl    mod the ideal

generated by lower dimensional classes of /, and so / is the ideal generated by

the x., ¡/ 2s, and the classes y       ,.

Letting M2S+   = RP(2S+1 - 3, 0, 0, 0), M fibers over RP(2S + 1 - 3) with fiber

RP(3), and in the notation of Lemma 3.4,

az(,M) = (l + a)2s + 1-2(l+c + a)(l+c)3

so w2iM) = a2 + c   + cic + a) = a    + ca.  and

Ic       \1S 2s 2S + ! 2-s    2s 2*    2*
S(2,i2s) = (5l.l)       =W2    =a +c      a       =c      a      •

Now c4 = c3a, so 5 = c3a2S + 1"3, and 5 [M2S + 1]=1.
2s¡2s ' 2S.2-*

Thus the ideal of classes satisfying w (a) = w'JÍcl) = 0 is the ideal generated

by the manifolds  M!" which fiber with fiber RP(3).    □

In both Propositions 8.1 and 8.3, the classes a eft^. represented by fiberings

with fiber RPik), k = 2  or 3, are precisely the image of the homomorphism a:

ftj{BO,   ,) —>ftj. assigning to the ik + l)-plane bundle  rf over M the cobordism

class of  RPi£).  It seems plausible that this could be true for all  k.

Proposition 8.4. // RPik) ■*-* Mn*k —> N" is a fibering which is totally non-

homologous to zero then M is cobordant to RPÍ¿;) for some ik + l)-plane bundle

zf over an n-dimensional manifold.

Proof.  Since  n is totally nonhomologous to zero there is a class   c e

hHM; Z2) with  i*ic) = a e ^iRPik); Z?) and  H*iM; Z2) is the free H*ÍN; Z2)

module on  1, c, ■ • • , c .  Expressing c  +    in this module structure, there are unique

classes  a  , ■ • ■, a        e H*iN; Z2) with

U = ck + l + Tr*ia.)ck + ..•+- zT*(a )ck + l~T +--..+■ n*ia,   A = 0.
1 r fe +1

Inductively computing Sq'i/, and reducing by the relation U = 0 one obtains

universal polynomials   Sq'a . = P¿ .(ctj, • • •, a    .).   For example

0 = SqIÍJ=(^1)cfe+2+(j)cfe + IzT*(aI)+...+Q)cV(a

+ cVlSq'aj) +• • . + cn*iSqlak) + z7*(Sq1afe+1)

and
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c'fe + 177*(a1) = 77*(a2)cfe+ ... + n*iaa)ck + l-r + ... + 77*(a,a,   ,),
1 1 l    r 1    «+1

ck+2 = 77*(a1)cfe + 1 + n*ia2)ck + ... + rr*iak + l)c

= ckir7*ia- + a2)) + ... + c(zT*(a,   . + a. a A) + 77*(a,     a.)
2 1 ze + 1 k    1 e + 11

and substituting for c*+    and c^ + 17r*(a ) gives

iii + l)a.     + a.a ,       i < k + 1,

h+iai- f-A + i.

The formulae obtained in this way ate ptecisely the Wu  formulae.

Now one may compute the Steenrod operations in the free H*iN; ZA module

on 1, c, • • ■ , c , using the known action on c, which is one dimensional, and the

relation for c + , and hence obtain the Wu class of M as a universal formula in

c, the  a    and  w AN).  By squaring, one obtains the universal formula

wiM) = n*w(N)\il + c)k + X + (1 + c)fe77*(a1) + . . . + v*(ak^)\.

Thus, letting /: /V --> II.+j XÍZ2, j) be the map into a product of Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spaces with /*(/'.) = a., there are universal formulae in the characteris-r '       i i

tic numbers of / which determine the bordism class of M.

Since the characteristic numbers of / satisfy all relations given by the Wu

formulae, which are the generators for the kernel of the cohomology map cp: BO     .

—► u   +,  K(Z,, z)  with  cp* ii'.) = w ., there is a closed 72-dimensional manifold N
7=1 2     ' 7 7

and map /': N' -+ BOk   ,  with cp-/': N' —■ Ylk+_\ KiZ2, j) bordant to / (see [5,

(17.3)]).
Letting <f be the  ik + l)-plane bundle over  N     induced by /  , RPiç) and  M

have the same Stiefel-Whitney numbers (because of the universal formulae) and so

M  is bordant to  RPiO-    O

Proposition 8.5.   The set of classes  a. e îl^ which are represented by fiber-

ings with fiber RPÍ2k)  is precisely the image of o: fíJfÍB02k   j) —* 5t + assigning

to the bundle <f over M the class of RPiÇ).

Proof.  If RP(2k) A+ M" Z+ Nn~2k is a fibering, i imbeds RP(2k) in M with

trivial normal bundle, so  i*(w^(M)) = w.ÍRPÍ2k)) = a and 77 is totally nonhomolo-

gous to zero.    G

In principle, this determines the classes which fiber with fiber RPi2k), as

the ideal generated by the manifolds  RPin., • • • , n2,   .), but this is far from com-

plete.

There are fiberings with fiber an odd projective space which are not totally

nonhomologous to zero; for example the Hopf fibeting   RP(l) = S    —► S    —► S  , or
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*v *\>

RF(3) = SO, —► E —> G where  G is the Grassmannian of oriented 4 planes in R

and  E  is the universal 50(3) bundle  (I am indebted to E. E. Floyd for this example),

and so this method fails in the  RP(odd) case.

Turning to more complicated fibers, one has

Proposition 8.6.   The set of classes  a eft    which are represented by fiber-

ings with fiber CP(2)  is precisely the set of classes  a eft    for which w'f(a) = 0.

Proof.  If CP(2) A-, M" —, Nn~A  is a fibering, then  i is an imbedding with

trivial normal bundle, so  i*w{(M) = wx(CP(2)) = 0 and uzj(zVl) e im n*. Then wnx(M)

e im 77* and is thus zero.

Let / be the ideal in ft^ consisting of classes which fiber with fiber CP(2).

Letting CP(n., n2, nA) be the complex projective space bundle of A   © A2 © A

over CP(«j) x CP(nS) x CP(rz,),  CP(nx, n2, nA) is bordant to RP(nx, n2, nA) ,

and in fact admits a conjugation  c with fixed set  RP(nx, n2, nA, and so is bor-

dant as manifold with involution to  RP(nx, n2, nA    with the twist involution

r(x, y) = (y, x), as in [5, p. 6A]. Taking sequences  (nx, n2, nA as in Proposition

8.1, one sees that  I contains the square of every class in ft^.

Further, the fibering of  CP(nx, n2, nA over  CP(/Zj) x CP(n2) x CP(nA is

equivariant, both having the obvious conjugation, and so for every manifold  M,

(M x M, t) is bordant as manifold with involution to a manifold (M, c) where  M  is

a complex manifold with conjugation fibering equivariantly over a manifold with

conjugation  (N, c) and with the fiber being   CP(2).

Being given a manifold with involution (M, /), let  P (M, t) be the manifold

obtained from Sm x M by identifying  (x, w) with (- x, t(m)). Define Q   (M, t) as

follows.  Letting  x = (x,, • ■ • , x      ,) e Sm the reflection in the plane x      , = 06 1 771+1 r 777+1

induces an involution  T on   P (M, t), and  Q   (M, /)  is obtained from   P  (zM, /) by
772 ^777 777 J

identifying  (p, 0)  with  iTp, l).  These are functorial constructions so that if

(M, c) fibers equivariantly over  ÍN, c) with fiber  CP(2), then   P  (M, c) fibers over
^ ' 777

P (N, c) with fiber CP(2) and 0   (M, c) fibers over Q   (N, c) with fiber CP(2).
777 ^-777 ^771

Further, the cobordism class of  P  (M, /) and  0   (M, /) depend only on the bordism777 "^ 777 r '

class of (M, t) as manifold with involution.

Letting (M, /) be (CP(rz), c) with c the usual conjugation, P (M, t)  is the

Dold manifold  Pirn, n) and Q   (M, /) is the Wall manifold Qim, n) as defined in
777

[8]. These give indécomposables in ft^ if m = 2P - I, n = 2pq, which give all

dimensions   i not of the form 2    or 2    — 1.

Now iCPin), c) is bordant to (RP(w) , r ) and this is bordant to (M, c) fiber-

ing over ÍN, c) with fiber CP(2), and hence there are indécomposables   P (M, c)

and 0   (M, c) which fiber with fiber  CP(2)  in every dimension not of the form  2s
*- 777 J

or  2s - 1.
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Thus / contains all squares and indécomposables except in dimensions 2s

and so contains all classes  a. £ 3C    with  w^ia) = 0.    G

One should note that any fibering with fiber  CPÍ2k) is totally nonhomologous

to zero, but one may not be able to choose a class restricting to a £ H iCPÍ2k), ZA

which has  Sq c = 0.  This can be done for the projective space bundle of a com-

plex vector bundle, but not for the Dold type manifolds. In particular, the homomor-

phism ^„.(BL/,) —» 31 ̂  assigning to ÍM, £) the class of CP(if) does not give all

c'asses which fiber with fiber  CP(2).  They can be represented by the  CP(2)

bundles of real vector bundles of dimension 6  whose structure group is reduced

to the group  U,   of real linear transformations   T: C   —» C    with  Ti = + iT.

This gives partial information about those classes   a € ÏI    represented by

fiberings with fiber  RP(2)  .  Specifically, the manifolds  (zVf, c) used are bordant

to involutions  (zM   x M , r) which fiber eqivariantly over an involution  (N   x N , r)

with fiber RP(2)    [5, (24.4)].  Thus there are indécomposables in all dimensions

not of the form 2s, 2s - 1  which fiber with fiber RP(2) .  By Proposition 8.1,

every decomposable is represented by a fibering with fiber  RP(2)  .   For dimen-

sional reasons no indecomposable of dimension  2  or 4  could fiber with fiber

RP(2)  , and so one is reduced to

Question.  Do there exist indecomposable manifolds  M  of dimension  2s, s >

3, which fiber with fiber  RP(2) x RP(2)?

9. Manifolds with involution. Our results may be applied to manifolds with

involution, and in this section, we will make this application.

Following Conner and Floyd [5], if M" is a closed manifold with differen-

tiable involution  T, then the fixed set of T is the disjoint union of closed submani-

folds   Fk, and if v      ,   is the normal bundle of F     in  M" then the manifold  M  is
' 71—fe

bordant to   H, RPiv  _k © 1_) and the bordism class in ^„_, ÍBOx) given by the

sum of the classes  [RPiv      A, X]  is zero.
71— ft

The question to be considered here is:

Which classes   a e 5t    can be represented by manifolds  M" having a differen-

tiable involution  T for which the fixed set of  T is a submanifold F of dimension k?

When  k = n, every class can be so represented, since every manifold  M has

the ttivial involution   Tix) = x.  When  k = 77 - 1, M  must bound for  IRPivA, A] =

[F"~l, z/j]  bounds and so  LRPd/j © O] = 0.

Proposition 9.1. // M" is a differentiable manifold with involution T with

fixed set a submanifold F  of dimension k < n — 1,  then wfAM] = 0.

Proof.  Let  F     be the fixed set of  T with normal bundle  v      , = v.  Then  M
71— k

is bordant to RPiv © 1_) which fibers over F with fiber RP(t2 - k). U n — k is

odd, then by Proposition 8.2, ii7j[M] = 0, and so one may assume n — k is even.

Using the notation of Lemma 3.4, the Stiefel-Whitney class of  RPiv © 1_)  is
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so

w(F) . 1(1 + c)"~k + l + (1 + c)n-kw,(v) + . . . + (1 + c\u      »!
1 77 — *

wx(RP(v © 1)) = w X(F) + c + w x(v)

and

77       ,

wnx(RP(v © 1)) = (c + w X(F) + wx(v))n = X ( >"-'(^(F) + wxiv))1

7 = 0

Zj

= Y.Ç)cn-iiw]iF) + wxiv))l= ¿(n)cn-kwk_.iv)iwx(F) + wxiv))<

¿=<AZ' i=o^1'

and so

7=0 ^'

On the other hand, (RP(iv), A) bounds in ft^iBO^ and

..(RPMt^fF). id +c)"-k + ii +c)"-k-lwxiu)+..A

so

tz/1(RP(zy)) = u,'1(F) + wxiv)

and for  0 < z < /e

0 = uz1(A)"-'-1 . wxiRPiv)YlRPiv)]

-c*-'"-1 .(uz1(F) + u,1W)!'[RP(I,)]

= c"-*" lta/k_.(»/) - («/ j(F) + u/jW)«' [RP(^)]

= Sz,     V) • iwAF) +wAv))llF].
rt — i 1 1

Combining these, tzz"[/Vl] = 0.    D

Proposition 9.2.  A class a. eft    is represented by a manifold Mn with dif-

ferentiable involution  T with fixed set F of dimension n — 2  if and only if

w\\a) = 0.

Proof.   The set of classes   a eft^ with this property is an ideal  /  for if  T:

M" —, M" fixes  F"~2, then  lxT:PxM—>PxM  fixes   P x F, and by Proposi-

tion 9.1 this is contained in the ideal / of classes  a eft    with w"ia) = 0.
77 1

By Proposition 8.3, the ideal  /  is generated by classes   RP(/2., «  , n,, n.)

and the class of RP(2) .  If zf, 77 ate 2-plane bundles over M, then  RP(cf ©77)

has an involution  T  induced by multiplication by —1    in the fibers of cf and  1
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in the fibers of 77, and the fixed set of T is  RPi£) U RPiq), which has codimension

2. Thus [RPtaj, 722, 723, 774)] £ }. The involution r: RP(2) x RP(2) -. RP(2) x

RP(2): (x, y) -* (y, x) fixes the diagonal  RP(2), so  RP(2)2 £ J.  Thus  / C /  and

so  I = ].    G

Since any class in ^ *ÍB02A  is represented by a manifold  M and the Whitney

sum of two  k plane bundles, the above construction shows that every class in the

image of cr : 5Í. ÍB02¡) —► ïl. 2.    ,   is represented by a manifold with involution

with fixed set of codimension  k.

It is curious that the ideal of classes  a £ÍÍ    with zzz?(a) = 0 is the ideal
71 1

generated by Wall's  (l)^  consisting of those classes for which all numbers divisible

by w.   ate zero.
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